Stepsolve Anti-Slip
FLOOR SAFETY TREATMENT

BENEFITS
Stepsolve’s unique Anti-Slip system is the solution to wet and
slippery floors and steps. Prevent costly accidents by ensuring
your floors are made safe. Research has shown that many slip/
fall accidents occur each year in the home and the workplace.
All workers should be provided with safety underfoot in their work
environment.

Call Stepsolve
today for an
obligation free
demonstration
or quote.

Can you afford the risk of someone slipping over?
Insurance companies may pay out for accidents, but they cannot
restore health. Our Anti-Slip floor treatment meets OH&S standards
and is the best insurance to prevent slip and fall accidents.
The Stepsolve Anti-Slip treatment is a low cost, long lasting, anti-slip
solution that will give you years of problem free floors if maintained.
The treatment is ideal for ceramic, porcelain, granite and mosaic
tiles as well as terrazzo and concrete.
Our system is suitable for all areas that are slippery when wet.
Bathrooms, showers, kitchens, laundries, swimming pools,
porches, steps and ramps.
Stepsolve Anti-Slip tile treatment is used across all industries
including hospitals, nursing homes, retirement villages, factories,
restaurants, hotels, supermarkets, health clubs, shopping malls and
office buildings. In fact, anywhere where wet, slippery tiles create a
slip/fall accident risk.
Our Stepsolve technicians are fully trained with many years
experience in successfully treating slippery floors. (Covered with
appropriate Public Liability and Product Insurance)
Stepsolve Australia is the manufacturer as well as the applicator
of the unique Anti-Slip tile treatment.
You can be assured of a high level of service and the best results
in improved slip resistant safety.

HOW LONG WILL THE TREATMENT LAST?
Because the Stepsolve Anti-Slip treatment penetrates the tile and
is not a coating, we guarantee the treatment for up to 5 years,
providing that regular cleaning with recommended cleaning
products is maintained. The treatment and maintenance
cleaners also inhibit bacteria build-up. The Anti-Slip treatment will
become less effective if a build up of grease, oil, soap or body
fats is allowed to accumulate on the surface.
Independent tests have proven that our Anti-Slip treatment will
provide an average 75-100% improvement in slip resistance in
WET CONDITIONS (which is when most accidents occur).

APPLICATION

HOW DOES THE TREATMENT WORK?

Quick spray-on application that makes slippery tiles anti-slip.
Low cost, long lasting treatment for a variety of tiled surfaces. Meets
all OH&S standards. Applied by professional applicators or available
in DIY packs for 10m2, 20m2, 50m2, 100m2 and 200m2 areas.

A passive change is chemically created on the tile surface by the
application of the Stepsolve liquids in an “apply and wash off”
process. Our treatment is not a coating and will not peel off and
there is no discernible change to the appearance of the tiles after
treatment. The treatment is applied quickly and efficiently with
minimum disruption with the treated area safe to be walked on
immediately.

Stepsolve Australia offers very competitive rates, which will
vary depending on the size and number of floor surfaces to be
treated. We can provide you with an obligation free inspection
and quote. The treatment is an inexpensive way of providing
dramatically improved, slip resistant, floor safety.

HOW MUCH WILL IT COST?

The company with every floor and step safety solution.
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